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a b s t r a c t

To improve the efficiency of MC criticality calculation, an acceleration method of fission source
convergence which gives an improved initial fission source is proposed. In this method, the MC global
homogenization is carried out to obtain the macroscopic cross section of each material mesh, and then
the nonlinear iterative solution of the SP3 equations is used to determine the fission source distribution.
The calculated fission source is very close to the real fission source, which describes its space and energy
distribution. This method is an automatic computation process and is tested by the C5G7 benchmark, the
results show that this acceleration method is helpful to reduce the inactive cycles and overall running
time.
© 2019 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The Monte Carlo method (MC) is widely studied because of its
high fidelity. When running the MC criticality calculation, the
inactive cycles should be carried out first to obtain the converged
fission source. The calculation of inactive cycles does not contribute
directly to the final results, and it consumes a large amount of
computing time, especially for systems with high dominance ratio
[1]. Therefore, the acceleration of fission source convergence is very
important for the efficiency of the MC criticality calculation.

A variety of fission source convergence acceleration methods
have been developed for the MC criticality calculation, e.g. CMFD
method [2], response matrix method [3], sourcerer method [4],
superhistorymethod [5], source bias method [6], batch sizemethod
[7]. To further improve the acceleration of fission source conver-
gence in the MC criticality calculation, we suggest a new acceler-
ation method based on the simplified spherical harmonics (SP3)
method [8,9].

In this method, the MC global homogenization [10] is first car-
ried out to determine themulti-group cross sections. To ensure that
the cross sections of each mesh are under the same confidence
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interval, the fixed-source calculation is performed with a uniform
external source. To restrain excessive fission for supercritical
models, no fission neutrons are produced during the neutron
transport process. The absence of fission neutrons is compensated
by the external source in the Watt fission spectrum distribution.

The cross sections from the MC global homogenization are then
used to solve the SP3 equations. To improve the numerical stability
and computation efficiency, the SP3 equations are solved by an
author-developed nonlinear iterative method [11]. The calculated
global flux has high accuracy, which has a small deviation from the
flux directly simulated by RMC code [12]. The flux obtained by
solving the SP3 equations can be used for variance reduction [13]
and acceleration of fission source convergence.

The flux is used to accelerate the fission source convergence. The
fission source distribution is calculated from the flux distribution,
and then the biased Maxwell energy spectrum is used to sample
fission neutrons in each energy interval. The sampled fission source
is taken as the initial fission source of the MC criticality calculation.
The above calculation steps are designed as an automatic calcula-
tion process, which is developed in RMC code. Results tested on the
C5G7 benchmark [14] show that this method can greatly reduce the
number of inactive cycles required for converged fission source, and
also reduce the overall calculation time.

In this paper, Section 2.1 introduces the global homogenization
method based on RMC code, with its main characteristics. The SP3
theory is given in Section 2.2, with its algorithm and solution.
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Section 2.3 describes the process of using global flux to determine
the fission source. Followed by the numerical calculation and
analysis in Section 3. Finally comes the summary in Section 4.

2. The acceleration method

The acceleration method of fission source convergence is
designed as an automatic process and consists of three steps. First,
we perform MC global homogenization for multi-group cross sec-
tions. Then we solve the SP3 equations for global flux. Finally, we
use the global flux to determine the fission source and sample the
initial fission source. These three steps are described in the
following three sections separately.

2.1. MC global homogenization

We have developed a code named NLSP3 [11] for solving global
SP3 equations based on RMC, and want to use it for acceleration of
fission source and global variance reduction. To solve the SP3
equations, the multi-group cross sections are required, so the
multi-group cross sections should beworked out first. In this paper,
the MC global homogenization based on RMC code is developed to
calculate the multi-group cross sections. The MC global homoge-
nization is selected for the following reasons:

(1) No leakage correction [15] and resonance effect treatment
[16] are needed during the MC global homogenization.

(2) Compared with the traditional assembly homogenization,
the MC global homogenization has higher accuracy.

(3) The MC global homogenization can be used to determine the
cross sections of all the material meshes simultaneously.

(4) The MC global homogenization is suitable for the SP3 equa-
tions and is helpful for an automatic calculation process.

To ensure the cross sections of all the material meshes from the
MC global homogenization are at the same confidence level, the
following techniques are used.

(1) The MC Homogenization is carried out during a fixed-source
calculation.

The MC criticality calculation simulates the real neutron trans-
port process in the system, and the energy spectrum is converged
after inactive cycles. However, the neutron histories are not
distributed equally over the system during the criticality calcula-
tion, which leads to different confidence intervals for the cross
sections obtained from the MC global homogenization. For
example, there are many neutron histories in the reactor corewhile
few neutron histories in the reactor periphery or shielding layer,
resulting in high accuracy in the reactor core, and low accuracy in
the reactor periphery and shielding layer.

(2) A uniform external source is given for the fixed-source
calculation.

It is very important to ensure that all the cross sections have the
same accuracy for the SP3 calculation, so the fixed-source calcu-
lation is selected for the MC global homogenization. By setting a
uniform external source, the fixed-source calculation ensures all
the material meshes have the same number of neutron histories.
Uniform external source means the source particles are uniformly
distributed in space, and the dimension of the external source is
determined by the dimension of the calculated models. Therefore,
the cross sections obtained from the fixed-source calculation are
under the same confidence interval.
(3) No fission neutrons are produced during the neutron trans-
port process.

Neutrons are absorbed during the transport process and are
released in a fission reaction. For the supercritical models, to
restrain excessive fission, no fission neutrons are produced during
the MC global homogenization. Only various reaction probabilities
during the neutron histories are recorded.

(4) Watt fission spectrum and corrections are used to approxi-
mate the critical spectrum.

The energy spectrum is very important for the MC global ho-
mogenization. However, we do not know the critical spectrum
before the fixed-source calculation. So the critical spectrum can
only be treated by approximate methods.

No fission neutrons are produced during the neutron transport.
To compensate this processing, the external source of the fixed-
source calculation is distributed according to the Watt fission
spectrum [17]. We have to state that using Watt fission spectrum is
an approximation, and it may not be applicable to all reactor
problems.

pðEÞ¼ Ce�E=a sinh
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
bE

p
(1)

where, C, a and b are coefficients, normally equal to
0.453,0.965 MeV and 2.29 MeV�1, respectively.

To make the simulated energy spectrum more and more
asymptotic to the critical spectrum, we reduce the cutoff weight
limit for the neutron transport to achievemore scattering reactions,
and the reaction rate is tallied directly according to the number of
simulated reactions.

For the SP3 global calculation, total cross section St;g , absorption
cross section Sa;g , fission production cross section nSf ;g , scattering
matrixSs;g0/g , and fission spectrum hg are needed. Therefore, these
five quantities are mainly recorded during the MC global
homogenization.

We choose the traditional volume weight method during the
MC global homogenization. So the calculated cross section is
defined

S
i
x;g ≡

ð

Vi

Sx;gfgðrÞdV
ð

Vi

fgðrÞdV
x¼ a; f ; s; $ $ $ g¼1; $ $ $;G

(2)

where, r means a point in space; fA;gðrÞ is the flux in the calculated
region; The subscript i in Vi represents different areas of space.

RMC code chooses the track length to calculate the neutron flux
and various reaction rates [18]. The definition of volume weight
group flux in RMC code is

fg ¼

ðEg�1

Eg
dE

ð

V

dV
XN
i¼1

W$TLiV ðEÞ

V
PN
i¼1

Wi
0

(3)

And the definition of reaction rates in RMC code is



Fig. 1. RMC calculation flowchart for MC global homogenization.
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(4)

Therefore the calculation formula of the homogenization cross
section is

Sg ¼

ðEg�1

Eg
dE

ð

V

dV
XN
i¼1

W$TLiV ðEÞ$Sðr; EÞ

ðEg�1

Eg
dE

ð

V

dV
XN
i¼1

W$TLiV ðEÞ
(5)

where Eg and Eg�1 are the upper boundary and the lower boundary
of an energy interval; W.TLiV is the product of weight and track
length of the ith neutron at energy E and volume V; W is the neu-
tron's weight; N the total number of neutrons.

For the fission spectrum, we calculate it by counting the fission
neutrons’ energy.

cðEÞ¼pðEÞ (6)

where, pðEÞ is the probability of neutron production in each energy
interval.

For the scattering matrix, the neutron energy before and after
scattering is recorded to obtain the scattering probability,

Pg/g0 ¼

ðEg0�1

Eg0
dE0

ðEg�1

Eg
dE

ð

V

fðr; EÞSsðr; E/E0ÞdV

ðEg�1

Eg
dE

ð

V

fðr; EÞSsðr; EÞdV
(7)

The inter-group transfer cross section is the product of the
scattering fraction and scattering cross section

Ss;g/g0 ¼ Pg/g0$Ss;g (8)

Through the above MC global homogenization, the cross sec-
tions of all the material meshes are worked out simultaneously,
which will be used in the subsequent global SP3 calculation. The
calculation flow chart of the MC global homogenization is shown in
Fig. 1.
2.2. Solution of the SP3 equations

With the homogenization cross sections, RMC code has the
global SP3 equations and then obtains the global flux by solving the
SP3 equations. The SP3 equations are selected for the following
reasons [19],

(1) Solution of SP3 equations have higher accuracy than that of
diffusion equations;

(2) Solving SP3 equations takes about same computing time as
diffusion equations;

(3) Compared to the memory usage and the calculation quantity
of SN equations, the SP3 equations can more easily be
applied to larger models;

(4) SP3 equations are helpful for an automatic calculation
process.

SPN theory is the simplified spherical harmonics method for
solving the neutron transport equation

� nðn� 1Þ
ð2nþ 1Þð2n� 1ÞSt

V2fn�2ðrÞ �
2n2 þ 2n� 1

ð2nþ 3Þð2n� 1ÞSt
V2fnðrÞ

� ðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ
ð2nþ 1Þð2nþ 3ÞSt

V2fnþ2ðrÞ þ StfnðrÞ

¼ Sdn0
(9)

where, dn,0 is the Dirichlet function; and S is the source term; n is
equal to 0; 1; $$$; N.

The SP3 equation is obtained when N is equal to three. After
mathematical derivation, a similar form to the diffusion equation is
obtained [19].

�Dk
0;gV

2fk
0;gðrÞ þ Sk

r0;gf
k
0;gðrÞ � 2Sk

r0;gf
k
2;gðrÞ ¼ Sk0;gðrÞ (10)

�Dk
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k
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2
5
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k
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5
Sk0;gðrÞ (11)

Where k means the number of nodes; g means the energy; fk
0;g is

the zero-order scalar flux at k node with energy g; fk
2;g is the

second-order scalar flux at k node with energy g.
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1
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4
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The source term expression

Sk0;gðrÞ¼SG
g0¼1
g0sg

Sk
0;g0g

h
fk
0;gðrÞ�2fk

2;gðrÞ
i

þ 1
Keff

ckgS
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g0¼1nS

k
f ;g0

h
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0;g0 ðrÞ�2fk

2;g0 ðrÞ
i

(13)

For boundary conditions, we have the neutron flux and current
under the Marshak boundary condition



Fig. 2. RMC calculation flowchart for solving the SP3 equations.
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where, the superscript “M” represents the quantities at the node
boundary.

Some traditional nodal method can be used to solve the SP3
equations, such as the nonlinear iterative method [20]. The con-
ventional nonlinear iterative method is based on the nodal method
and nonlinear iterative strategy, which is characterized by the use
of the CMFD and couple corrective formula. The traditional
coupling corrective formula is

Jkguþ ¼ �Dk;FDM
guþ

�
f kþ1
gu�f

kþ1
g � f kguþf

k
g

�

� Dk;NOD
guþ

�
f kþ1
gu�f

kþ1
g þ f kguþf

k
g

�
(16)

Where Jkguþ is the partial current at the boundary of the k node with
energy g; Dk;FDM

guþ is the pseudo diffusion coefficient; f kþ1
gu� is the

discontinuity factor; fk
g is the scalar flux.

Solving the SP3 equations with the conventional nonlinear
iterative method, the numerical instability problem is found. To
ensure the numerical stability, a new coupling corrective formula is
put forward by the authors
Jk0;guþ ¼ �Dk;FDM
1;guþ
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(18)
Where the subscript 0 and 2 in Jkn;guþ, D
k;FDM
n;guþ , f kþ1

n;gu�, f
kþ1
n;g means

zero-order and second-order quantities, respectively.
The new coupling corrective relationship focuses on the angular

coupling. It seems a bit more complicated than the conventional
one. Except for the calculation at the vacuum boundary, the
coupling corrective coefficients have manyways to calculate, which
brings in more margin to deal with the numerical instability
problem.

With the global SP3 equations, RMC code solves the SP3 equa-
tions by the new nonlinear iterative method and the semi-
analytical nodal method (SANM). The calculation flowchart is
shown in Fig. 2.
2.3. Sampling of initial fission source

After solving the global SP3 equations, we have the global flux,
which is then used to determine the fission source and accelerate
the fission source convergence. According to the relation between
neutron flux and fission reaction rate, the fission rate in each fissile
region and each energy interval is
Rf ;g;m ¼fg;m$nSf ;g;m (19)

where nSf ;g;m is the fission production cross section; fg;m is the
group flux; Rf ;g;m is the fission source rate; g represents the energy
interval and m represents the material mesh.

After the fission source rate in each fissile region and each en-
ergy interval is determined, the normalization is carried out

Rf ;g;m ¼ Rf ;g;mP
g;m

Rf ;g;m
(20)

Then the number of source neutrons to be uniformly sampled in
each fissile region and each energy interval is calculated

ng;m ¼Rf ;g;m$N (21)

where N represents the number of neutrons in each MC cycle.
With the number of fission source in each fissile region and each

energy interval, the initial source is sampled. To get a more
reasonable distribution of energy spectrum in each energy interval,
Maxwell spectrum is used to sample the energy of the fission
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source

pðEÞ¼C
ffiffiffi
E

p
$e�E=a (22)

where a is an adjustable coefficient, normally 1.2895 MeV.
Reject sampling is used to determine the energy. For an energy

interval [Eg, Egþ1], an energy is sampled according to the Maxwell
spectrum, which is accepted if it is in the energy interval, and re-
sampled if it is not in the energy interval.

To improve the efficiency of the Maxwell sample, the Maxwell
spectrum is biased according to the boundaries of each energy in-
terval. Therefore, the value of a is calculated

a¼ Eg þ Egþ1

2
(23)

With the calculated fission source distribution and the above
sampling techniques, the initial fission source of the MC inactive
cycle is obtained. Then the obtained initial fission source is used to
accelerate the fission source convergence. The overall calculation
flowchart is shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4. Axial geometry of the C5G7 whole reactor.
3. Numerical calculation and analysis

The acceleration method is tested on the C5G7 benchmark,
which is a quarter of a reactor. The whole reactor is built, and its
axial geometry is shown in Fig. 4 [14].

RMC code reads the input card and builds superimposed mesh
geometry according to the configuration of assemblies. The C5G7
whole reactor has 4 � 4 layout of assemblies, with the outer water
layer. Therefore, the MC global homogenization of the C5G7 whole
reactor is divided into 6 � 6 material meshes, and we chose the
energy boundaries arbitrarily with four energy intervals, [0, 6.25E-
07], [6.25E-07, 5.53E-03], [5.53E-03, 8.21E-01], [8.21E-01, 20] MeV.

For the source strength, the number of source neutrons was
determined by our experience arbitrarily. Fewer source neutrons
may lead to insufficient accuracy of the cross sections, while more
source neutrons increase the calculation quantity but improve the
results little. So we empirically think 10,000 source neutrons are
good for a material mesh. That means to save computing time and
guarantee certain calculation accuracy, we would like to give
10,000 source neutrons per each material mesh. Therefore, each
material mesh has 10,000 external source neutrons, and the fixed-
source calculation simulates a total of 360,000 source neutrons.

With the cross sections of 6� 6material meshes, RMC transmits
the cross sections to the module of the SP3 solver and begins to
Fig. 3. Overall calculation flowchart of the acceleration method.
solve the SP3 equations. For the SP3 solver, the nodal method is
used, and eachmaterial mesh is divided into 4� 4 nodes. Therefore,
the SP3 solver deals with a total of 24 � 24 nodes. For the SP3
calculation, the convergence criteria for inner iteration is 0.001, the
convergence criteria for outer iteration is 0.001, and the conver-
gence criteria for keff iteration is 0.0001.

All the calculation are performed with 36 cores, and the total
time for the MC global homogenization and the SP3 solver is
0.43 min. After these, we have the global flux of the four energy
groups, as shown in Fig. 5.

To verify the accuracy of the solution of the SP3 equations, RMC
code performs a direct simulation to obtain the reference flux
distribution. There are a total of 1000 cycles, and 50 inactive cycles,
each cycle has 5,000,000 neutrons. The parallel calculation time of
direct simulation is 1624.36 min, and the variance of direct simu-
lation is less than 0.1%. The summary of calculation parameters and
calculation times for direct simulation and Homogenization-SP3
calculation is given in Table 1.

The relative difference of total flux between the RMC direct
simulation and the Homogenization-SP3 calculation in the fissile
regions (one-quarter of the reactor core, shown in Fig. 4) are given
in Table 2. The relative differences are calculated by Equation (24)

d¼ jfdirect � fSP3j
fdirect

(24)

Where fdirect is the total flux from RMC direct simulation; fSP3 is
the total flux from Homogenization-SP3 calculation.

The comparison of the four group flux in fissile regions between
the RMC direct simulation and the HomogenizationeSP3 calcula-
tion is shown in Table 3.

As can be seen from Table 2, the total flux distribution of the
direct simulation is slightly different (<4%) from that of the
Homogenization-SP3 calculation, so the flux distribution from the
Homogenization-SP3 calculation can ensure the spatial distribution
of the fission source. It can be seen from Table 3 that the flux de-
viations in each energy group between the direct simulation and



Fig. 5. Flux distribution from the solution of the SP3 equations.

Table 1
The summary of calculation parameters and calculation times.

Direct simulation Homogenization-SP3

Calculation mode Criticality Fixed source
Number of Neutrons 5,000,000 50 1000 360,000
Calculation time (mins) 1624.36 0.43

Table 2
The relative difference of the total flux in fissile regions.

Relative Difference (8 � 8 nodes)

0.66% 1.03% 0.66% 0.34% 0.73% 0.37% 0.37% 0.84%
1.19% 0.96% 1.32% 2.23% 2.83% 2.62% 2.36% 0.55%
1.76% 1.54% 1.88% 2.86% 3.49% 3.24% 2.89% 0.82%
2.38% 1.92% 2.31% 3.55% 4.34% 3.93% 3.50% 1.53%
2.50% 2.08% 2.44% 3.71% 3.94% 3.63% 3.25% 1.46%
1.44% 1.16% 1.54% 2.68% 2.93% 2.91% 2.60% 0.66%
1.14% 0.87% 1.24% 2.41% 2.66% 2.67% 2.31% 0.36%
1.43% 0.99% 1.38% 2.71% 2.95% 2.71% 2.38% 0.58%

Table 3
The relative difference of the grouped flux in fissile regions.

Energy Interval (MeV) Average Relative Difference

[0, 6.25E-07] 3.63%
[6.25E-07, 5.53E-03] 3.85%
[5.53E-03, 8.21E-01] 3.04%
[8.21E-01, 20] 5.37%
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the Homogenization-SP3 calculation are also acceptable (With the
approximations during global homogenization, the calculation ac-
curacy of SP3 is limited. We are still trying to improve the calcu-
lation accuracy, but currently we can only achieve <4%. Therefore,
we think <4% is accepted now.), so the calculated flux in each en-
ergy group can also ensure the distribution of fission source in
terms of energy. By comparing calculation time, the time of the
direct simulation is 3777 times that of the Homogenization-SP3
calculation. Therefore, the homogenization-SP3 framework can be
used to accelerate fission source convergence.

To measure the effectiveness of the Homogenization-SP3
calculation on accelerating fission source convergence, the
convergence rate of the fission source is judged by Shannon en-
tropy, and the calculation of Shannon entropy is done by using the
same number of neutrons per cycle. The convergence rate for an
initial point source, an initial uniform source, and an initial
Homogenization-SP3 fission source are compared. The comparison
is shown in Fig. 6. The calculation times needed to get converged
fission source with the three initial fission sources are compared in
Table 4.

It can be seen in Fig. 6that it is unreasonable to use an initial
point source or an initial uniform source as the initial fission source.
In that case, it takes more inactive cycles to achieve fission source
convergence. It takes only three cycles for the improved initial
source, while takes 14 cycles for the initial uniform source and 19
cycles for the initial point source. Therefore, the Homogenization-
SP3 method can effectively accelerate the convergence of the
fission source, reduce the number of inactive cycles. Besides, as
shown in Table 4, the time of the improved initial source method to
achieve convergence is much smaller than that of the initial point
source and the initial uniform source, so the Homogenization-SP3
method can reduce the overall calculation time, and improve the



Fig. 6. Shannon entropy for the three initial fission sources.

Table 4
Calculation times of convergence for the three initial fission sources.

Initial fission source type Time (mins)

Initial point source 24.1400
Initial uniform volume source 18.6246
Improved initial source (The time for MC homogenization and SP3 solution is included) 3.7219
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efficiency of the MC criticality calculation.
Shown in Fig. 7, a PWR assembly [6] is also calculated. This PWR

assembly has a total of 17 � 17 ¼ 289 cells, including 264 fuel rods
and 25 control rod guide thimbles. This model is divided into
17 � 17 ¼ 289 material meshes, and it is surrounded by vacuum
boundary condition.

Compared to the C5G7 benchmark in Fig. 4, the PWR assembly
needs to deal with more material meshes for global homogenized
cross sections. For the C5G7 benchmark, only 6 � 6 ¼ 36 material
meshes are dealt with during the homogenization process, then
each material mesh is subdivided into 4 � 4 ¼ 16 nodes for global
Fig. 7. The structure of
SP3 calculation. While for the PWR assembly, there are
17 � 17 ¼ 289 material meshes needed to be dealt with during the
global homogenization process, and each material mesh is only
subdivided into one node for the global SP3 calculation. The extra
time introduced for this acceleration method is basically used to
calculate the global homogenized cross sections, so the more nodes
subdivided per material mesh, the better the acceleration. There-
fore, using 17 � 17 material meshes in PWR assembly is to shown
the acceleration effect on the worst case.

For the Homogenization-SP3 simulation, the homogenized cross
sections of the 289material meshes are calculated by the fix-source
the PWR assembly.



Table 5
Times required for convergence with the three initial fission sources for the PWR assembly.

Initial fission source type Time (mins)

Initial point source 4.2491
Initial uniform volume source 3.1366
Improved initial source (The time for MC homogenization and SP3 solution is included) 2.4910
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calculation, with 10,000 source neutrons per material mesh. Then
the global SP3 equations are solved to determine the fission source.
With the distribution of fission source, criticality calculation is
perform to determine the time required for the convergence of
Shannon entropy with the calculated fission source. For compari-
son, the times needed for convergence of Shannon entropy when
using the initial point source and initial uniform volume source are
also calculated. All the calculations are performed with a 36-core
parallel computer, and there are 10,000,000 neutrons per cycle
when calculating the Shannon entropy. Table 5 gives the times for
the three calculations to achieve fission source convergence.

Can be seen fromTable 5, even tested on theworst case, the time
of the improved initial source method to achieve convergence is
also smaller than that of the initial point source and the initial
uniform source, so the Homogenization-SP3 method can univer-
sally reduce the overall calculation time, and universally improve
the efficiency of the MC criticality calculation.

4. Conclusion

To improve the efficiency of the Monte Carlo Criticality calcu-
lation and reduce the number of inactive cycles, an acceleration
method for fission source convergence is proposed. Based on the
MC global homogenization and solution of the SP3 equations, this
method gives improved initial fission source, so that the Monte
Carlo criticality calculation has good fission source distribution in
terms of space and energy since the first cycle.

The accelerationmethod is designed as an automatic calculation
process, and it is developed in RMC code. Tested on the C5G7
benchmark, the method achieves 6.5 times acceleration compared
with the initial point fission source, and 5 times acceleration
compared with the initial uniform fission source. Therefore, this
method can efficiently accelerate the convergence of the fission
source, reduce the number of inactive cycles, and improve the ef-
ficiency of the Monte Carlo criticality calculation.

In fact, this hybrid Monte Carlo calculation framework was
initially developed for variance reduction, and it is still under
development. Compared with SN method or MC method, SP3
method requires less computation and memory, and is more suit-
able for large scale modes. So its advantages mainly lies in the SP3
method and its potential also lies in the future development of SP3
theory. In the future, we will focus on constructing more accurate
results for both variance reduction and fission source convergence,
and extending this calculation framework to more processors.
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